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To whom it may concern,
My husband, 2 daughters and I lived at 7 Turkey Shore for just over a year. We had quite a few issues with our
landlord during this time. When we decided to move onto the property in October 2019 we were told that the building
would be painted right away, it was almost a full year before the painters arrived to paint the outside of the units. People
from town would often stop to take pictures of the decaying paint on our building and I assume there are numerous
community complaints on record through the town about the state of the building. The inside of the unit was not painted
prior to moving in as promised either, it was simply touched up over areas that had holes patched. You could see the
paint circles in the light where he had covered over previous damage. Before we moved in the landlord said he would
remove the cat urine from the carpets in the rental. Although he did replace a panel upstairs in one room and the carpet
in another room, there was no attempt to steam clean the remaining carpets. The smell was still present until I
purchased a carpet cleaning rental unit and did the work myself at my own expense. There was a light fixture in the
kitchen that needed to be replaced and we were told he would do the work. After a month of waiting my husband did the
exchange himself and we paid for the new light fixture. Before the winter the kitchen storm door broke by sticking shut. I
called in Carl and he simply pried the door off the lock mechanism and tied the storm door open to the gutter as a
permanent fix. As you can imagine, having no storm door off the kitchen of an older house caused a significant spike in
our heating bill, not to mention the unattractive nature of having a door tied open off your porch. A few months after we
moved in there was a leak in the ceiling and I called over Carl, a few days later he sent over some repair men who tore a
hole in our downstairs bathroom ceiling to find the leak. It was determined that it was the upstairs tub that was leaking
which was then patched, not replaced, and the hole in my ceiling remained there for the remainder of our lease. For 10
months I had a hole in my ceiling. Carl was pleasant enough in interactions and I am a considerate reter who pays on
time so he and I had no issues other than his lack of pride and ownership of his potentially wonderful property. Personally
I don't think he has the time or resources to take on additional renters, he did not have time or interest for our family
when we lived there.
Sincerely,
The Roswells
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